It begins... a whole new year of woolies. An ever-growing federation of WoodChucks, a new succession of Gromer attacks, a new action-packed Season of Larson Failures... and, sadly, more losing to Jeff. A whole new year of woolies and a whole new year of randomness. Perhaps new camels on the Schumakerian front? Or a new keyboard to replace that of the Gibbsinator Command Center? We shall wait and see... Let us start by summarizing the 4th Dougian Summer.

In Brief:
❖ Surveillance cameras are down in Ben Zhang Pass; Bread Cart Traffic conditions are unknown.
❖ The herd of Christosaurodon Sophomorphicus appear to have completed a successful migration to Muskegon. No Roberts have been sighted in the area.
❖ Mr. Cheng reports that the BIGTIME Monkey Rally is under control.
❖ Man Purse Sightings were down over the summer; someone better find Jake.
❖ Rumor has it that Brian’s Grandma makes better cookies than our ex-Hall Grandma.
❖ Gromer Prime has been conducting trade negotiations with local WoodChucks. Intel reports an increased number of WCTV’s.

Announcements:

NEW WEBSITE RELEASED
It’s official! The redesigned wooliness is here! Featuring a significant upgrade in visuals over its predecessor, the new site is more wooly than ever before!

Be sure to check out the new archive! It now features overviews of every issue, no clicking required! So now all those old woolies are much more accessible. Enjoy!
Robert Enlists in MegaPanda Training Camp

This just in from Detroit (The cultural powerhouse that it is), a certain Robert has decided to take the ultimate set of trials: MegaPanda Training Camp. Some say its recruits are grilled into Salmon before they’re allowed to serve. Others contend that they have to undergo Level 5 Yak Wrestling even before your first Brett Cancer Inoculation. On just the first week, they are asked to snuff out an entire Zombie Insurrection with just one click of the mouse. Or one Green Vacuum. Either way, Robert’s Halo Skills should come in handy.

On Day Two, Robert successfully completed his first Dodo Bird Rescue Mission. For years this has served as the initiation rite for MegaPanda recruits. Following his successful mission, we asked him about his reservations in enlisting. With Dodo Egg in hand, Robert responded, “eh, I think it’ll be okay. Did you know that the Sheep to People Ratio in New Zealand is 11:1?”

Perhaps the reader is as confused by this response as we are. Are we to suppose that Robert is embarking on a crusade to free the sheep of New Zealand? We inquired further but all we got was the dismissive, “Hey man, you’re never gonna make it in this business with questions like that.” Stay tuned as we track Robert’s journey towards MegaPanda.

That concludes today’s entry into this most noble of wooly literature. May ye cave stay warm and dry!

Directory Releases This Week

The Architect of Brett Cancer and Destroyer of Gromers: Brett Bodine

The Epic Master of Heavy Characters and Turkey Bones: Peter Gibbs

The Undercover Mastermind of Pirating Software and Games: Matt Heggie

The Undisputed Champion of All Things Failing and Failing Again: Josh Larson

The Lone Bears Fan who happens to be not from Romulus: Jeremiah Masey

The Devoted Worshiper of the Heat and Keeper of the Axe: Asaah Ndangoh

Next week? We shall see… I take requests!